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1. Introduction Neon seeding on JET has been proved to be compatible with high performance plasmas and can lead to higher confinement with respect to the equivalent unseeded pulses [1]. In addition to this, neon is also needed for mitigating heat fluxes to the divertor.

In this paper we present the results of the predictive modelling performed on two JET baseline ELMy H-modes, a Ne-seeded pulse (JPN 96994) and an equivalent unseeded one (JPN 96730), carried out with the JINTRAC suite of codes and the QuaLiKiz transport model. The baseline scenario is one of the scenarios envisaged for achieving high fusion power with a steady performance, characterised by high plasma current and moderate normalised beta [2]. The pulses share the same main plasma parameters, however, the Ne-seeded shot exhibits a slightly higher confinement and performance with respect to the unseeded one.

In section 2 we describe the shots and the modelling settings, in section 3 we compare the QuaLiKiz turbulence spectra and discuss the neon effects on transport and in section 4 we draw some conclusions.

2. Modelling the discharges The shots analysed in this work are two baseline ELMy H-modes, with \( I_p = 3.0 \, \text{MA}, \, B_t = 2.8 \, \text{T} \) and \( \beta_n = 2.2 \). The time interval chosen for the analysis is between 10 and 12 seconds and the experimental parameters listed in this paper are averaged over the modelled time interval. The neon seeded shot (JPN 96994) has an additional heating power of 31 MW, 28 MW from neutral beam injection (NBI) and 3.3 MW from ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) in H minority scheme. The unseeded shot (JPN 96730) has a slightly higher power of 33 MW, 29 MW from NBI and 4.1 MW from ICRH in H minority scheme. One of the main differences between the pulses is the lower electron density pedestal and the higher core ion temperature of JPN 96994 with respect to JPN 96730. The higher core ion temperature is probably due to the higher ion temperature pedestal, which propagates into the core because of the stiffness of the profiles. Both of these differences are contributing to the performance and to the confinement of the Ne-seeded discharge, which are reflected respectively in the higher neutron rate (~ +11.4%) and in the higher energy confinement time \( \tau_e (~ +11.5\%) \). The goal of the modelling is therefore to understand whether the higher confinement of JPN 96994 has to be ascribed solely to the pedestal improvement with neon or if a different core transport mechanism is at play.

The simulations are performed in a fully predictive way in the JINTRAC [3] suite of codes, using the JETTO [3] transport solver and the QuaLiKiz [5, 6] first-principle transport model, which is a quasilinear gyrokinetic code used to compute the turbulent transport from the magnetic axis up to the pedestal top. In our simulations we are modelling the evolution of the plasma current density, ion density, electron and ion temperature and plasma rotation, as well as the evolution of the impurities density. The impurity transport is calculated by SANCO [7] which takes into account an impurity mix of Be, Ne, Ni and W, whose relative concentrations are prescribed according to an estimate described in [8]. The boundary conditions are imposed at the separatrix which is considered to be the position in which \( T_e = T_i = 100 \, \text{eV} \), while the initial conditions for the electron density and temperature profiles...
are taken from the measurements of the JET high resolution Thomson scattering (HRTS) system [9] and for the ion temperature profiles from beam charge exchange (CX) spectroscopy [10].

The heat transport in the edge transport barrier (ETB) is adjusted in order to match the experimental height of the temperature pedestal. The width of the pedestal is imposed to match the experimental value. Once the heat transport in the ETB has been fixed, we assumed $\chi/D = 4$ in the pedestal and tuned the gas puff particle source to match the density at the top of the ETB. This methodology has been presented and validated in [11].

The equilibrium is computed self-consistently with the evolution of the kinetic profiles and the current density profile using the ESCO equilibrium solver [12]. The heat sources are computed by the PENCIL [13] and PION [14] codes for the NBI and the ICRH respectively, where the synergy is taken into account self-consistently in JINTRAC [15].

The profiles and time traces of the simulations are compared against the experimental values in figures 1 and 2 for JET shot 96994 and in figures 3 and 4 for JET shot 96730. From this comparison it can be seen that there is a general good agreement between the experiment and the simulations, especially in the pedestal values, meaning not only that QuaLiKiz is able to capture the transport in the core, but also that the empirical modelling of the pedestal is valid.

3. Neon effects on transport

After well reproducing the discharges with the QuaLiKiz transport model, it is possible to investigate the difference in transport between the two shots. What emerges from the modelling is that QuaLiKiz shows a reduction in the ion and electron thermal diffusivities of the Ne-seeded pulse with respect to the equivalent unseeded one, which can be seen in figure 6. This effect can also be seen in the reduction of the heat fluxes of JPN 96994, which is stronger for the ions than for electrons. In order to understand the cause of the transport reduction, QuaLiKiz turbulence spectra are compared in figure 5. It is important to underline that the QuaLiKiz dispersion relation accounts for trapped and passing ions and electrons, i.e. it covers the ITG-TEM and ETG ranges. In the figure, $k_0 \rho_i$ is the product of the poloidal wavenumber $k_0$ and the main ion gyroradius $\rho_i$, while $\gamma/k_0^2$ is the growth rate of the turbulence normalised to the square of the poloidal wavenumber; the growth rates are averaged between $[11.37 - 11.87 \, \text{s}]$, in order to avoid the impact of sawteeth in the shots. It can be seen that, according to the QuaLiKiz microstability analysis, the seeding of neon causes a reduction in the growth rates of both ITG (low $k_0 \rho_i$) and ETG (high $k_0 \rho_i$) modes. The turbulence stabilization can be caused by a series of non-linear effects which can be difficult to disentangle from each other. It has been argued in other papers (see [16]) that the impurities play a role in the stabilization of the ETG modes, while $E \times B$ shear stabilizes the lower-k part of the spectrum, i.e. ITG modes. The same type of study presented here and performed with the GENE code for JPN 96994 shows similar results and can be found in [17]. In addition to this, because

---

**Figure 1**: comparison between the experimental and the modelled electron density (a), electron temperature (b) and ion temperature (c) profiles of JET shot 96994 (Ne-seeded).

**Figure 2**: comparison between experimental and modelled neutron rate (a), $Z_{\text{eff}}$ (b) and bulk radiative power (c) of JET shot 96994 (Ne-seeded).
of the higher T_i/T_e ratio of JPN 96994 with respect to JPN 96730, a stronger positive feedback between high T_i/T_e ratio and ITG stabilization could be present in the Ne-seeded shot [18]. Overall, integrated modelling performed on different Ne-seeded JET pulses, described in [1, 19], shows similar results to the ones presented in this work, identifying in the reduced core transport (via ETG and ITG turbulence stabilization) and in the increased pedestal T_i and T_e the causes for the improved performance with neon. However, it is important to underline that the shot analysed here has a lower neon seeding (Γ_{Ne} = 8 \cdot 10^{21} \text{el/s}), lower recycling, lower gas puff (Γ_D = 1.2 \cdot 10^{22}), lower edge collisionality and an higher performance with respect to the ones described in [1, 19], which are shots that are pushed towards detachment.

Further modelling was carried out in order to disentangle the two main effects of neon on transport, which are a direct effect on the turbulence stabilization and an accompanying effect on the pedestal parameters, both causing an improvement in performance and confinement. Two simulations, based on the reference modelling of JPN 96730 shown in figures 3 and 4, were performed: a first one in which we imposed the same pedestal settings used to model JPN 96994 and a second one in which we imposed the same neon seeding rate as the one used for JPN 96994. In figure 7 we can see the results in terms of the average neutron rates of the simulations, normalised to the simulated performance of JPN 96994. We can see that the neutron rate of the unseeded shot improves on average of ~ 5 % when neon is injected into the plasma and of ~ 17 % when we are imposing the pedestal of the Ne-seeded shot. Assuming a linear combination of the two effects, we can see that we recover the performance of JPN 96994. However, a plasma is an highly non-linear system, so it is probable that the two effects are indeed interacting with each other.

**Figure 3:** comparison between the experimental and the modelled electron density (a), electron temperature (b) and ion temperature (c) profiles of JET shot 96730 (unseeded).

**Figure 4:** comparison between experimental and modelled neutron rate (a), Z_{eff} (b) and bulk radiative power (c) of JET shot 96730 (unseeded).

**Figure 5:** QuaLiKiz turbulence spectra for JET shot 96370 (left box) and JET shot 96994 (right box). On the x-axis we have the JETTO normalised coordinate ρ, on the y-axis there is the product of the poloidal wavenumber k_θ and the main ion gyroradius ρ_i, while the colormap represents the growth rate γ of the turbulence normalised to the square of the poloidal wavenumber k_θ^2. The growth rates are averaged between 11.37 and 11.87 seconds, in order to avoid the impact of sawteeth.
4. **Conclusions** In this work we have presented the JETTO-QuaLiKiz-SANCO fully predictive modelling of two JET high performance baseline plasmas, a Ne-seeded pulse (JPN 96994) and an equivalent unseeded one (JPN 96730). The simulations are in good agreement with the experimental measurements for both of the analysed shots, therefore allowing QuaLiKiz to capture the differences in transport between the pulses.

The transport model shows a reduction in the core ion and electron thermal diffusivities of the neon seeded shot with respect to the unseeded ones. The comparison of QuaLiKiz turbulence spectra suggests that Ne injection reduces the growth rates of both ETG and ITG modes, leading to a decrease of the electron and ion heat fluxes with respect to the unseeded pulse.

Further modelling of the discharges suggests that the experimentally observed confinement improvement obtained with neon seeding is caused by a combination of improved pedestal parameters and turbulence stabilization by Ne injection.
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